Clinical trials have progressively been providing fundamental support for reducing the uncertainties in decisionmaking in Medicine. Their benefits can be seen historically and are indisputable.
1
When should a clinical trial be conducted and when should it be used? We would say that there is ethical and scientific space for conducting a clinical trial when there is uncertainty regarding one or more interventions. Recently, a study by Dossett et al. called "Cost-effectiveness of routine radiographs after emergent open cavity operations" was published in the journal Surgery. This paper attempted to reduce the uncertainty regarding the effectiveness of counting the compresses used before and after the emergency operation versus performing abdominal x-rays before the patient left the surgical center. 2 Thus, this topic would require a good randomized clinical trial to compare the two approaches: counting the compresses or performing abdominal x-rays in the surgical theater. The study only took into account emergency surgery and calculated the costs of x-rays and the consequences of forgetting the compresses, including the legal costs, but did not find any clinical trials. It is known that emergency surgery has five to nine times greater risk of foreign-body retention in the abdomen, in relation to elective surgery, particularly in cases of major hemorrhage.
It should be borne in mind that the mortality rate following retention of compresses or gauzes may reach 35%. 2 Since there was no good evidence, the study was based on case series at large emergency services and on questionnaires.
In fact, the lack of good-quality evidence ended up impairing these very important cost-effectiveness analyses. Dossett et al. 2 concluded that performing x-rays in the surgical theater could almost halve the costs, assuming that x-rays would have greater sensitivity and specificity than shown by counting the compresses. In emergency cases, there may be either overestimation or underestimation of the real number of compresses used, but they are easily identified on x-rays because of their radiopacity. Since the clinical decision analysis incorporated observational studies in setting up the clinical decision tree, the results were less convincing that they could have been if there had been a large randomized clinical trial. All this leads to the belief that it would be good sense to spend additional small amounts through performing x-rays than to spend large sums on clinical and legal complications because compresses were forgotten. Nonetheless, to reduce the uncertainties, a simple clinical trial should be conducted. This would provide decisive data for improving medical practice. Since the sample size needed would be very large (more than 10,000 cases in each group), a collabora-tive study would be needed: hard work but possible. Along the same lines, it is worth remembering that clinical trials have been very important with regard to demonstrating the risks the use of hormone replacement for preventing postmenopausal cardiovascular phenomena, the crucial importance of treatment for high blood pressure to prevent death due to cardiovascular disease among type 2 diabetes cases, the role of alendronate for preventing postmenopausal fracture, the still unbeatable role of magnesium sulfate for preventing and treating eclampsia, etc, etc, etc. [3] [4] [5] For health professionals and their patients not to capsize in the seas of uncertainty that are full of sharks, clinical trials are like a compass and systematic reviews are like the crow's nest: the lookout point for scanning the horizon on the ship in which our patients embark, trusting in the captains of Medicine.
